THE DRIVER'S FIELD GUIDE TO

Sharing Oregon's Roads

Let's all get home safely!
Oregonians love riding — to work, to school, to see friends or just for fun. Day or night, on any given road, that person on two wheels may be someone’s mother, father, sister or brother. As drivers, we need to keep a sharp eye out for bicyclists, so if you don’t see them, look again. This guide is a combination of Oregon traffic laws and best practice recommendations, and is designed to help drivers understand the rules of the road and avoid common mistakes — so that everyone can stay safe.
On some roads, you’ll see two arrows or chevrons painted on the road above a bicycle symbol. That’s a sign that the lane is shared — so be extra alert.

LIVE BY THE LAW OF THE LANES

By law, bicycles are vehicles — and they have the right to ride in the roadway. Generally, they must ride on the right, in the direction of traffic. Typically, you’ll find bicyclists in a bike lane if one is available. But there are some exceptions.

The center can be safer for bicycles. It’s legal for riders to take the lane when: avoiding debris or other obstacles; the road is too narrow to allow safe passing; they’re moving at or near the speed of traffic; they’re passing someone; or they’re preparing to make a left turn.

A motor vehicle may legally drive upon a bike lane when making a turn, including turns from driveways and alleys, or in the course of official duty — but only after yielding to bicyclists.

Yes, yield

Motor vehicles must yield to riders in a bike lane. It’s the law, and it’s safer for everyone.
It’s courteous to allow at least three feet passing distance from the rider.

**It’s the law,** on roads with speeds more than 35 mph, to allow enough space when passing to avoid contact if the rider should fall.*

**Pass on the left:** unless the rider is to your left, or making a left turn.

**Slow down** when approaching a rider from behind. Only pass when it’s safe to pass.

**Take a look.** If it’s safe—and legal—you may cross the centerline to pass a rider.

Avoid using your horn when approaching bike riders—the loud noise could startle them and cause them to swerve.
AVOID THE RIGHT HOOK

Before turning right, check your mirror as you approach. Take a quick look across your shoulder before you turn. If you see approaching bicyclists, you must yield.

TURN SMART, TURN SAFE

Bicyclists often get hurt when cars turn or enter the roadway. Keep them safe by taking some extra care before making your move.

Look once, look twice. When turning left, we often check only for oncoming cars. Get in the habit of actively looking for bicyclists, too — and yield to all oncoming traffic.

Stop once, stop twice. Before entering the roadway from an alley, driveway or building, stop first at the sidewalk — scan for and yield to bicyclists and pedestrians. Stop again at the street, look to the left AND right, and yield to bicyclists and motor traffic.

Bikes crossing

Bicyclists are allowed to use a pedestrian crosswalk to cross a street — treat them as you would any pedestrian.
You’re about to stop for a red light when you see it – the pavement by the intersection is painted green, extending completely across your lane. It’s called a bike box. As a driver, here’s what to do.

**Boxing lessons:**

1. Stop for the signal *behind* the bike box. Do not stop in the box.
2. You *cannot turn right* on a red signal when you’re stopped behind a bike box.
3. When turning right, make sure you signal, wait for the green light and *yield* to all riders on your right.

**There’s always a “but”**

Sometimes you’ll see a bike box without green paint – just a white frame. It’s still a bike box, with the same rules as above.

Bicyclists can legally wait anywhere in the box, which allows them to be more visible to drivers and protects them from right-turning vehicles.
Even parked cars can be a hazard to riders. These simple habits will help you avoid a collision when exiting your vehicle.

**Look out before you leap out.** Check your mirrors for bicyclists before swinging the door open — and encourage your passengers to do the same.

**Do the twist.** Try opening the driver door with your right hand. This movement will position you to look back for approaching traffic, including vulnerable riders.

Once parked, you and your passengers have a legal responsibility to avoid “dooring” — opening a door in the path of an approaching bicyclist.

*Hit “pause.”* When you’re ready to leave your parking spot, check the mirror closest to traffic, then look over your shoulder for bicyclists.
Know the code. A little sign language can keep the roads safer for drivers and bicyclists. Know and watch for the hand signs riders use to signal a left turn, a right turn or a stop.

Be the hero. All road users – including bicyclists – should obey traffic laws and use the road correctly. But we all make mistakes, so be prepared for anything by staying alert and giving riders some extra room.

Night riders Just because the sun’s gone down doesn’t mean that bicyclists have left the road. Watch carefully for their lights and reflectors.
MORE SIGHTS WORTH SEEING

Bicyclists are plentiful in urban areas. But there are many other places where you should keep a watchful eye out.

**Kids on wheels.** When driving through neighborhoods or school zones, look out for kids on bicycles. They may not know all the road rules and are not always steady on their bikes. Kids can also be impulsive and unpredictable, so keep your speed down and pay extra attention.

**Rolling down the highway.** Bicyclists may lawfully ride on most of Oregon’s highways. They are not allowed on certain highway sections around Portland and Medford, but it’s best to watch for bicyclists wherever you drive.

**About the roundabout.** Slow down and prepare to yield when you approach a roundabout. Allow bicyclists to enter the roadway from the bike lane. Once you’re in the roundabout, don’t pass bicyclists. Remember that bicyclists may use the roundabout roadway as cars do, or the sidewalk as pedestrians do.

*Eyes on the road* The best way to ensure that you never miss what’s happening on the road is to avoid distractions behind the wheel—particularly using mobile devices.
Wherever you go on the open road, expect to see other Oregonians on bicycles. Make it a habit to search and scan for bicyclists the same way you do for other vehicles and pedestrians. That way, you’ll get where you’re going safely, with less worry – and so will everyone else.

For more tips and Oregon laws, follow these useful links:

[Oregon Pedestrian and Bicycle Laws](#)
[Oregon Driver Manual](#)
[Oregon Bicyclist Manual](#)
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